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Thursday, May 21 of 2015

MESSAGE FOR THE EXTRA APPARITION ON THE OCCASION OF THE BIRTHDAY OF THE
VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN, TRANSMITTED BY MARY, ROSE OF PEACE,
IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Dear children,

A soul that prays with the heart is, for Me, favorite, because I will call it intercessor between God
and the humans.

A soul that consecrates itself to a life of prayer is, for Me, favorite, because I will call it instrument
of God in the world, door of His Mercy for the most needy ones.

A soul that seeks, thirsty and tireless, the Source of the Universal Life is, for Me, favorite, because I
will call it precursor of the New Race, seed of the New Humanity which will live peace, forgiveness
and redemption.

A soul that seeks redemption and walks towards the Infinite, without losing sight of the return to the
Celestial Origin is, for Me, favorite, because I will call it light in the world, guide of the lost ones,
safe path, an example to be followed.

A lost soul that extends its arms to Me is, for Me, favorite, because it represents My possibility of
helping many more.  I will call it reason of My coming to the world.

A sinful soul that repents of heart and seeks the forgiveness of God is, for Me, favorite, because it
indicates to the Universe that this humanity is still rescuable. I will call it Divine Hope in the human
heart.

A soul that does not believe in God, that does not seek Him, that does not repent of its sins and
carries on causing evil in the world will also be, for Me, favorite, because this soul will impel Me to
be tireless and My Heart will not leave this world until the last one of them has been rescued.  I will
call it Victory of Christ in the world and in the Universe because someday this Victory will happen.

My beloved, I wish with these words to say to you that all of the souls of this world are favorite
before My Heart, each one of them will impel Me to pour over humanity a different Grace of God.

With the same love, perseverance and joy I will seek those who accompany Me and those who deny
Me everyday because My maternal eyes know what they represent to God and just see, in each soul,
its Divine Origin.

When My Eyes contemplate the world, they find in each being a possibility of the living
manifestation of the Love of God, as well as it happened with My beloved Son Jesus because God
Himself lives inside of each being, as well as He lives inside of Christ.

On this day I descend upon the world to bless humanity in a special way, I invite you to be My
assistants in this blessing.   It is in this way, My beloveds, that I ask you to put inside your eyes, My
maternal eyes and inside your hearts, My Immaculate Heart and in this way, see each creature with
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My Eyes and feel them with My Heart.

Discover the magnitude that is kept in the essence of each being and help Me to awake the purest in
each heart.  Help Me to show this humanity that a Living God longs to live in its interior and this is
for all, even for the most lost ones.

On this day, My dears, God calls you to contemplate Him in each being and, in this way, create a
condition of Unity in order for Him to awake in the human heart and, thus, a New Race, full of God,
may be a reality and not only hope.

I love you and I leave today My blessing and My gratitude to My dear Son, who with His effort,
makes My coming to the world possible.

Pray, children of Mine, for all of the visionaries consecrated to My Heart so that they may be
strengthened and firm in Christ in the times that will come.

May the Grace of God and His Peace be today in your hearts and in the whole world.

I bless you,

Your Mother, Mary, Rose of Peace


